Help us encourage individuals to look beyond the traditional roles and learn more about diverse careers in science, engineering and technology. Build their enthusiasm. Empower them to advance in these fields. Promote a future of diverse voices in the workplace.

WISEST by the numbers:

16,219 grade 6 girls (and 4,005 teachers) have attended the Choices Conference and discovered science is cool, relevant, and interesting.

1,488 high school students have had paid, invaluable, work experience through the Summer Research Program.

3,374 girls have learned more about careers in sciences, technology and engineering through the SET Conference.

WISEST encourages diversity and you can help!

Bring your passion to the coming generation! Volunteer as role models in networking fairs for high-school students. Offer tours of your industry. Host an information booth at a WISEST Network industry fair.

Lend your support to this reputable, proven venture! Join leading corporations, foundations and research institutes in sponsoring WISEST programs and networking events.

Making the WISEST Choice makes good business sense. It benefits your industry, energizes your employees and strengthens us all in achieving successful diversity.

Donate

Consider making a tax deductible gift in support of WISEST. Opportunities for Corporate and Individual sponsorship of program and events are also available. Contact us for more details or donate online at www.wisest.ualberta.ca

Contact WISEST at (780) 492-1842
By email at wisest@ualberta.ca
www.wisest.ualberta.ca